Abstract-Among the most important research in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is the development of systems that automatically monitor traffic flow at intersections. Rather than being based on global flow analysis as is currently done, these automatic monitoring systems should be based on local analysis of the behavior of each vehicle at the intersection. The systems should be able to identify each vehicle and track its behavior, and to recognize situations or events that are likely to result from a chain of such behavior. The most difficult problem associated with vehicle tracking is the occlusion effect among vehicles. In order to solve this problem we have developed an algorithm, referred to as spatio-temporal Markov random field (MRF), for traffic images at intersections. This algorithm models a tracking problem by determining the state of each pixel in an image and its transit, and how such states transit along both the -image axes as well as the time axes. Vehicles, of course, are of various shapes and they move in random fashion, thereby leading to full or partial occlusion at intersections. Despite these complications, our algorithm is sufficiently robust to segment and track occluded vehicles at a high success rate of 93%-96%. This success has led to the development of an extendable robust event recognition system based on the hidden Markov model (HMM). The system learns various event behavior patterns of each vehicle in the HMM chains and then, using the output from the tracking system, identifies current event chains. The current system can recognize bumping, passing, and jamming. However, by including other event patterns in the training set, the system can be extended to recognize those other events, e.g., illegal U-turns or reckless driving. We have implemented this system, evaluated it using the tracking results, and demonstrated its effectiveness.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O NE of the most important research efforts in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is the development of systems that automatically monitor the flow of traffic at intersections. Such systems would be useful both in reducing the workload of human operators and in warning drivers of dangerous situations. Not only would the systems automatically monitor current situations at intersections but, if the systems could reliably assess those situations and predict whether they might lead to accidents, they might be able to warn drivers and thus reduce the number of accidents.
Rather than the current practice of performing a global flow analysis, the automatic monitoring systems should be based on local analysis of the behavior of each vehicle at intersections. The systems should be able to identify each vehicle and track its behavior, and to recognize dangerous situations or events that might result from a chain of such behavior. Tracking at intersections is often impeded by the occlusion that occurs among vehicles in crowded situations. Also, event recognition may be complicated by the large variations in a chain of events. To solve these problems, it is necessary to develop a tracking algorithm that is robust against such occlusion. In addition, stochastic robust event recognition must also be developed.
Tracking algorithms have a long history in computer vision research. In particular, in ITS areas, vehicle tracking, one of the specialized tracking paradigms, has been extensively investigated. Peterfreund [1] employs the "Snakes" [2] method to extract contours of vehicles for tracking purposes. Smith [3] and Grimson [4] employ optical-flow analysis. In particular, Grimson applies clustering and vector quantization to estimated flows. Leuck [5] and Gardner [6] assume three-dimensional (3-D) models of vehicle shapes, and estimated vehicle images are projected onto a two-dimensional (2-D) image plane according to appearance angle. The methods of Leuck [5] and Gardner [6] require that many 3-D models of vehicles be applied to general traffic images. While these methods are effective in less crowded situations, most of them cannot track vehicles reliably in situations that are complicated by occlusion and clutter.
Our major goal is to track individual vehicles robustly against the occlusion and clutter effects which usually occur at intersections. Vehicles traveling through intersections are moving in various directions; various parts of these vehicles may either be occluded by, or themselves occlude, other vehicles. In order to overcome such situations, we have developed a tracking algorithm utilizing the spatio-temporal Markov random field (MRF) model. This algorithm models a tracking problem by determining the state of each pixel in an image, and how the states transit along both the -image axes and the time axes.
For event recognition, systems traditionally use spot sensors. Successful event recognition systems with spot sensors for traffic monitoring include Gangisetty's [8] Incident Detection System (IDS) with inductive loop sensors. Traffic monitoring system using loop detectors are quite popular and, in fact, in practical use in several cities including Toronto, ON, Canada and Washington, DC. Although such spot sensors are reliable, stable, and in practical use, they have rather limited scope of usage in terms of event recognition; almost all of the spot sensors can obtain information only on whether a vehicle 1524-9050/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE exists on a sensor spot; therefore, a large number of sensors are required to survey an area for event recognition.
On the other hand, one of the most important advantages of utilizing vision sensors for event recognition is their ability to collect rich information such as illegally parked vehicles, traffic jams, traffic violations, and accidents. Some representative vision-based systems can be found in [11] - [13] , [4] . Rojas [11] and Zeng [12] developed methods or employed systems for tracking vehicles on highways from a fixed TV camera. Lai et al. [13] developed "Red light runners detection" at an intersection. This system is now in operation in Hong Kong. Grimson, et al. [4] are monitoring traffic by "Forest of Sensors." The traffic activity is classified by clustering motion vectors and detecting abnormal events.
Unfortunately, however, these systems have rather limited capability to detect events. For example, the Hong Kong system can recognize only red-light runners and cannot be extended to other activities. We have derived an extendable robust event recognition system based on the hidden Markov model (HMM). The system learns various event patterns of behavior of each vehicle in the HMM chains, and then identifies current event chains using the output from the tracking system. The current system can recognize bumping, passing, and jamming. However, by including other event patterns in the training set, the system can be extended to recognize them, e.g., illegal U-turns or reckless driving.
In this paper, we will first describe the occlusion tracking algorithm that utilizes the spatio-temporal Markov random field (ST-MRF) model in Section II. We will also show an experimental result of this algorithm using sequences of intersection images. Then, we will describe our system's accident detection method in Section IV. This method is based on the HMM. Input to the system is from time series observation of behaviors of individual vehicles acquired by the tracking method described in Section II.
II. OCCLUSION ROBUST TRACKING ALGORITHM UTILIZING SPATIO-TEMPORAL MRFIELD MODEL
A. Basic Ideas
We will employ a stochastic relaxation algorithm for vehicle tracking. Because vehicles vary in their appearance, shape-based tracking is less effective for tracking; and, because vehicles travel in cluttered intersections where occlusions often occur, they cannot be tracked by a simple contour-based method. To overcome these problems, we developed a dedicated tracking algorithm based on a stochastic relaxation algorithm. We can model a tracking problem as a labeling problem to each pixel in an image sequence, whether a pixel is assigned to vehicle A or vehicle B. These labels can be considered to transit or to have some relation to each other along both the time and the spatial -image axes. Thus we can model this transition as an MRFmodel along the time and spatial axes. We refer to this model as ST-MRF model. Our tracking algorithm is designed using this ST-MRF model to determine labels at each position in images.
In preparation for this algorithm, an image which consists of 640 480 pixels is divided into 80 60 blocks because a pixel is too small to be considered as one site in the ST-MRF and, therefore, we need a larger group of pixels. Each block consists of 8 8 pixels. One block is considered to be a site in the ST-MRF. The algorithm classifies each block into vehicles or, equivalently, assigns one vehicle label to each block. Since the ST-MRF converges rapidly to a stable condition when it has a good initial estimation, we use a deductive algorithm to determine an initial label distribution. Then, these labels are refined through the ST-MRF. In this refining process, the algorithm considers correlation of blocks between consecutive images as well as neighbor blocks and then assign labels to them through the MRF model. A distribution of classified labels on blocks is referred to as an object map.
Section II-B briefly explains the deductive method for obtaining an initial object map. Then, Sections II-C-II-E describe a refinement method based on the ST-MRF.
B. Deductive Process of Tracking Algorithm
Here we describe a tracking method adapted to variances in size and shape of vehicles. The output from this method will be used as an initial estimation of an object map for the ST-MRF tracking method.
[Deductive Process for Tracking Algorithm]
1) Initialization ( Fig. 1 ): A background image of the intersection is constructed by accumulating and averaging an image sequence for a certain interval of time, in our case, 20 min. The algorithm also sets up a slit at each entrance to the intersection for examining incoming vehicles. Here, a slit is one line of an image segment to determine intensity variance, for example, four slits perpendicular to the four major incoming roads to the intersection are set up in Fig. 1 . 2) Generate new vehicle IDs ( Fig. 1 ): An incoming vehicle is detected when intensity difference occurs at a block along a slit. At each slit block, differences between the current and background intensities are examined, and, if the differences are greater than a certain threshold value, the algorithm decides that it detects a vehicle, generates a new vehicle ID, and assigns it to the block. Along the movement of the vehicle, the slit continuously detects the vehicle and continues to issue the same vehicle ID. Blocks having the same vehicle ID grow along the time sequence.
Those blocks sharing the same object ID are grouped into a vehicle region. 3) Estimate Motion Vectors of Vehicles: Once a vehicle region leaves the slit, the algorithm updates its shape along the time sequence. For this updating, the algorithm estimates motion vectors among blocks in a vehicle region. At each block, a block matching method is employed to estimate its motion vector between the time and . Similarity between one block at time at and one at time at is evaluated as (1); here, is a gray-scaled intensity of a pixel at time . Then the motion vector of a vehicle is approximated by the most frequent motion vector among those blocks of the same vehicle region.
(1) 4) Update Vehicle Regions ( Fig. 2) : By using the motion vector, all the blocks of the same vehicle region shift at the time from the locations at the time . After a block has shifted, if the intensity difference between the current and the background at the new location is smaller than a threshold value, the algorithm does not consider the block as belonging to the vehicle region. On the other hand, if a neighbor block of the new vehicle region has a larger difference, the algorithm defines the block to be the vehicle region, and assigns the same vehicle ID. 5) Divide Vehicle Blocks: In some cases, multiple vehicles simultaneously pass through a slit and they may be considered to be a single object. In order to divide such vehicles thereafter, the algorithm examines connectivity and the distribution of motion vectors over object blocks. If multiple parts in one vehicle region have several different motion vectors, those parts are separated and assigned to different vehicle IDs.
The result obtained in this subsection will be utilized in Section II-C as the initial object map for the stochastic relaxation process based on the ST-MRF model. Because a motion vector is estimated by a measure of pixels, not blocks, in Step 3), a fragmentation problem will occur in renewing the Object-Map. When a block is considered to belong to two different blocks in a step, it must be determined to which object it likely belongs. These two problems can be optimized by the stochastic relaxation method, S-T MRF.
C. Spatio-Temporal MRF Model
Some blocks may be classified as having multiple vehicle labels due to occlusion and fragmentation. We can resolve this ambiguity by employing stochastic relaxation with the MRF model. Several representative research efforts exist in computer vision, including image restoration by Geman and Geman [15] ; image compression by Chellapa, Chatterjee, and Bargdzian [16] ; and image segmentation by Andrey and Tarroux [17] . Usually, an MRF model handles only spatial -directional distribution, i.e., an image. We extend it to be able to handle not only spatial distribution but also time-axis distribution. An image sequence has correlations at each pixel between consecutive images along a time axis. Our MRF also considers this time-axis correlation. We named the extended MRF the (spatio-temporal) ST-MRF model.
Our ST-MRF estimates a current object-map (a distribution of vehicle labels) according to a previous object map, and previous and current images. Here are the notations:
• : An image at time has a value , and at time has a value . At each pixel, this condition is described as
• : An object Map at time is estimated to have a label distribution as , and at time is estimated to have a label distribution as . At each block, this condition is described as where is a block number.
We will determine the most likely so as to have the MAP (Maximum A posteriori Probability) for given and previous and current images and a previous object map, and a previous object map .A posteriori probability can be described using the Bayesian equation (2) a probability to have previous and current images and a previous object map, can be considered as a constant. Consequently, maximizing a posteriori probability is equal to maximizing . is a probability for a block to have (for all s). Here, is a vehicle label. For each , we can consider its probability as a Boltzmann distribution. Then, is a product of these Boltzmann distributions (3) Here is the number of neighbor blocks of a block (Fig. 3) that belong to the same vehicle as . Namely, the more neighbor blocks that have the same vehicle label, the more likely the block is to have the vehicle label. Currently, we consider eight neighbors as shown in Fig. 3 . Thus , because the probability related to block has maximum value when block and all its neighbors have the same vehicle label. Therefore, the energy function takes a minimum value at and a maximum value at . We also consider the probability of for a given object map as a Boltzmann function of two independent variables (4) is a goodness measure of the previous object map under a given current object map . Let us assume that a block has a vehicle label in the current object map , and is shifted backward in the amount of estimated motion vector, of the vehicle , in the previous image (Fig. 4) . Then the degree of overlapping is estimated as , the number of overlapping pixels of the blocks with the same vehicle labels. The more pixels that have the same vehicle label, the more likely a block belongs to the vehicle. The maximum number is , and the energy function takes a minimum value at and a maximum value at . For example, when a block is determined to which of vehicle it belongs, will be estimated as follows. First, assuming that a block belongs to , the energy function is estimated as by referring to
. Then assuming that a block belongs to , the energy function is estimated as by referring to . As result of these estimations, when is less than , this block more likely belongs to vehicle . represents texture correlation between and . Let us suppose that is shifted backward in the image according to the estimate motion vector . The texture correlation at the block is evaluated as (see Fig. 5 ) (5) The energy function takes maximum value at . The smaller is, the more likely belong to the vehicle. That is, the smaller is, the more likely belong to the vehicle. For example, when a block is determined to which of vehicle it belongs will be estimated as follows. First, assuming that a block belongs to , the energy function is estimated as by referring to . Then assuming that a block belongs to , the energy function is estimated as by referring to . As a result of these estimations, when is less than this block most likely belongs to vehicle . Consequently, this optimization problem results in a problem of determining a map which minimizes the following energy function: (6) (7) is considered to be the energy function for ST-MRF, and will be minimized by the relaxation process.
D. Relaxation Algorithms
In the stochastic relaxation algorithms, Gibbs Sampler and Metropolis algorithms are often used. The Gibbs Sampler algorithm considers all states as the candidate states in the next step of the relaxation loop process. Then it evaluates the probabilities of the states according to the Boltzmann distribution function. The algorithm then determines which of the states to transit to. On the other hand, the Metropolis algorithm randomly selects one state among all possible candidate states, and then determines whether a transition to the state occurs (the block keeps the current state) according to the Boltzmann distribution function. Both algorithms represent a probability for a block to have a state as . Here, a state means a vehicle label in our application.
E. Implementation of Relaxation Processes
Consider a situation where a block was considered to belong to two different vehicles, as described in Section II-A; here, we want to determine to which vehicle the block is likely to belong, that is, we want to determine which label the block is likely to have.
We apply the ST-MRF and relaxation process only to those confused blocks. Under this formulation, the energy function can be approximated to be a simpler differential form (8) Here, is the energy for a block to have a vehicle label, vehicle among the two possible labels, and . By a simple derivation, energy equation (8) can be written as (9) Since we are trying to apply this energy function to confused blocks, block is usually surrounded by blocks of two possible labels. Therefore, it is regarded as follows: (10) (11) Consequently, the procedure results in the following energy function: (12) Equation (12) is symmetrical with respect to and . If is negative, the block is more likely to have than . On the other hand, if it is positive, the block is more likely to have than . The relaxation process for block can be described as a loop of the following procedure: at first, estimate differential 
energy
, in the second, select or as the next state for according to using the Metropolis algorithm.
F. Experimental Results
We applied the tracking algorithm utilizing the ST-MRF model to 25-min traffic images at the intersection. We used 256-level gray-scaled image, and conditions were . Three thousand two hundred and fourteen vehicles traversed the intersection; of these, 541 were occluded. As a result, the method was able to track separated vehicles that did not cause occlusions at over 99% success rate, and the method was able to segment and track 541 occluded vehicles at about 95% success rate. Detailed success rates and results of tracking in the occlusion situations are shown in Table I and Figs. 6 and 7.
Figs. 6 and 7 show results of tracking in occlusion and clutter situations, and Fig. 8 shows an Object-Map for Fig. 7(a) . The numbers, 7, 34, 58 mean attached ID to the three vehicles, and *** signifies a confusion block; it cannot be determined to which vehicle it belongs. Although rectangle areas seem to be overlapping in Fig. 7(a) , it is merely for the sake of the drawing; the algorithm successfully separated those vehicles. Fig. 9 shows a sequence of tracking two vehicles in the case of Fig. 6 . These images are obtained at the rate of 10 frames/s, and a frame number is attached to each image. Although a car is partly occluded behind a truck, the two vehicles have been successfully segmented. Fig. 10 shows the Object-Maps corresponding to images of Fig. 9 . Table I shows success rates of tracking vehicles without occlusions. As shown in this table, the usefulness of our tracking algorithm has been proven to be effective. Table I includes complicated situations that cannot be categorized either for horizontal or vertical traffic. Here, "horizontal traffic" means the traffic which travels along horizontal direction of image, and "vertical traffic" means the traffic which travels vertical direction of image. The major reason for the errors is due to the complete occlusion. In such cases, occluded vehicles have no block of their textures. Such situations often occur in horizontal traffic.
III. TRAFFIC MONITORING SYSTEM
A. System Review
In order to observe traffic activity at a particular intersection, we have set up a video camera on the roof of a building overlooking that intersection. Analog colored video images, obtained by the camera, are transferred to our laboratory through the NTT optical fiber line. The images are divided into two channels in our laboratory. One channel is used for recording purposes and directly leads to an S-VHS recorder; another channel is used for generating background images in real time. The images in this channel are captured through SGI video capture board, and digitized in real time for the purpose of composing a background image. Currently, accident detection is done off-line due to the limited performance of SGI-O2, while background images are being generated in real time.
B. Acquiring Background Images
Background images are composed from a sequence of images for a 20-min duration at intervals of every 10 min. Thus consecutive two background images overlap each other by 10 min.
A background image is generated through histogram analysis of each pixel along an image sequence. The algorithm makes a histogram of intensities at each pixel along an image sequence. Here, each image sequence is currently given for a period of 20 min. Then, the algorithm determines the intensity of the maximum frequency in the histograms. The maximum-frequency intensity is assigned to each pixel for a background image.
For clear background images, a longer duration of accumulating intensities is desirable in histogram making. On the other hand, for frequent detection of abnormal events from background images, a shorter duration is desirable. Considering this tradeoff, we have decided on a 20-min duration for the accumulation so as to be able to ignore vehicles that stop at red lights. The 10-min interval for renewing background images is determined so as to enable detection of illegally parked vehicles (currently defined in traffic law as those staying for more than 10 min). Considering a case of an accident, it usually takes more than 30 min from the instant an accident occurs to the end of an inspection by the police. During this period, every 10 min a new event occurs such as the arrival of police cars or ambulance. We have decided to update the background every 10 min to detect these new events. See an example of finding an accident from a background image in Fig. 11 .
The composed background can ignore slower variations due to weather changes in an image sequence. It gradually accumulates images so as to average small continuous variance. On the other hand, it is effective for finding rapid variations caused by illegally parked vehicles or obstacles dropped from run-away vehicles. These rapid changes are detected as differences between two consecutive background images.
Background change is also useful for detecting accidents. Generally speaking, vehicles responsible for an accident remain nearby the intersection for a while. And shortly after the accident, ambulances and police cars also arrive; these also stay at the accident scene for a while. Such phenomena account for the differences among background images through several 10-min periods as shown in Fig. 11 . Therefore, these background images are useful for retrieving images previously recorded. As mentioned above, our system records image sequences on an S-VHS recorder in addition to composing background images on-line. By scanning background images, we are able to find an image corresponding to an abnormal event. Then we can retrieve an image sequence recording that abnormal event on S-VHS tapes.
By using a database obtained in this way, we are developing algorithms for traffic monitoring and abnormal event detection, such as accident detection, which is described in Section IV. Fig. 12 shows an entire image of the intersection which was observed through all the days. Using tracking results obtained in Section II, we are trying to analyze traffic images and detect abnormal events such as accidents. Although the detection algorithm is still under evaluation, we would like to introduce a method for accident detection.
IV. ACCIDENT DETECTION UTILIZING HMM
A. Feature Extraction
By using the tracking results, we developed a method for accident detection which can be generally adapted to intersections of any geometry. We first describe the dedicated feature extraction algorithm in this section, and the algorithm to detect accidents using HMM in the next section.
We designed our accident detection algorithm so as to be independent of geometric factors, such as geometry of the intersection, angle of video camera, and position where the accident occurred. Yamato [19] shows successful results in gesture recognition of a tennis player. In that paper [19] , images themselves were divided into blocks and observations were extracted directly from images within blocks. Though successful, positions of a video camera and tennis player are supposed to be fixed. Considering our purpose, vehicles run in so many ways and accidents may occur everywhere in an image frame. Therefore, such geometric dependencies increase the amount of training data for such supervised learning methods as HMM. Thus we intentionally avoid using image intensity itself for the features, because it depends on the color of vehicles. We also avoid employing motion vectors themselves with the features.
We defined features for HMM as follows (see Fig. 13 ). The following algorithm and recognition by HMM are applied to every pair of objects. 1) Estimate the difference of motion vectors between the two objects (13) 2) Rotate the differential motion vector so as to align Vector-1 to X-plus direction (14) 3) Divide the rotated vector by the distance between the two objects. Here, the distance is measured by the nearest blocks between the two objects, because the nearest distance directly affects the collision time of the two objects (15) 4) Quantize the rotated vector as an input observation 0-12 for HMM. Even if the differential vector is the same, the degree of danger depends to a great extent on the distance. So, a larger norm of means a more dangerous situation, that is observations 3, 6, 9, and 12.
B. Recognition Method
Accident detection is a class of recognition problems to classify time series observations. There are various techniques for time-series event recognition, such as DP-Matching, Neural Network (NN), and hidden Markov model (HMM).
At first, we prefer methods based on stochastic models to those based on concrete models, because an accident sequence consists of a large number of random processes and those can be described by using stochastic models. DP-Matching is a kind of strict recognition method which is not robust against disturbance in observations. On that point, stochastic methods utilizing HMM or NN are superior to DP-matching.
In addition, we prefer methods that are robust against disturbance in length of observation sequences. HMM is considered to be superior to NN on that point. 
C. Accident Detection Utilizing HMM
Accident detection is a class of recognition problems to handle time-series events. There are various techniques for time-series event recognition, such as DP-Matching, Neural Network, and Hidden Markov Model. As stated earlier, we prefer methods based on stochastic models to those based on concrete models, because an accident sequence consists of a large number of random processes and those can be described by using stochastic models. Thus we decided to apply HMM to accident detection.
We applied simple left-to-right HMM for accident detection, as shown in Fig. 14. An HMM model has the following parameters:
• : Transition probability from state to state , where ; • : Probability to output observation when transition from state to state occurred, where .
Parameters are trained by the Baum-Welch algorithm [20] , [21] . Here we define forward variables and backward variables . is defined as the probability of the partial observation and state-at time , given the model . And is defined as the probability of the partial observation sequence from time to the end, given state-at time and the model . Further, is defined as the probability to make transition from state-to state-at time , given the observation sequence. 
3) Estimate as follows: 2) Induction: (20) 3) Termination:
The model is provided with each category to be recognized. And the model which has the most likely probability with a test sequence is determined.
D. Experimental Results
We consider the following three situations in this experiment. These three situations resemble each other and it is interesting to investigate whether our HMM algorithm can classify them in correct categories.
[Situation 1] Bumping Accident (Fig. 15) .
[Situation 2] Stop and Start in Tandem. This case resembles bumping accident, but there is no impact such as in bumping. Also, the distance between the two objects is larger than in the case of bumping.
[Situation 3] Passing. One object passes alongside another stopped object, or moving objects pass each other.
Typical observation sequences for the three situations are as follows. Each observation sequence consists of 20 observation An HMM is trained for each of the three situations, respectively, and parameters can be obtained. Training HMM requires a great deal of data. In order to bootstrap our real date on the accident scene, we add observation sequences, adding small disturbances around them. Each HMM is trained with 40 sample observation sequences; some of which are manually generated. and are observation sequences for real accidents that occurred at different intersections. Table II shows classification results of with the trained parameters . As the results are represented by , all values are negative and a smaller absolute value means a better matching result. As shown in Table II , accidents were successfully detected by HMM. Although and are observation sequences of different accidents at different intersections, HMM successfully detected both. Other situations such as moving in tandem and passing were also discerned successfully.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Generally, it is difficult to track multiple vehicles without confusing them. In particular, tracking is very difficult at intersections where various kinds of occlusion and cluttered situations occur. In order to achieve robust tracking in occluded and cluttered situations, we have derived an algorithm, which we refer to as the Spatio-Temporal Markov Random Field Model, and evaluated it on real traffic images. We can successfully demonstrate the ability to track multiple vehicles at intersections with occlusion and clutter effects at the success rate of 93%-96%. Although the algorithm achieves such reliable tracking, it requires only gray-scale images; it does not assume any physical models, such as shape or texture, of vehicles.
By using such a reliable tracking method, it becomes possible to monitor and analyze traffic events at intersections in detail. Although this algorithm for accident detection has been demonstrated only on a small number of cases, due to the limitation of observed accidents at these intersections during our observation period-three cases during one-year observation period-its performance is excellent; we can confidently predict its promise. For our future work, we will collect more accident data to evaluate the method's effectiveness. We also plan to analyze other activities such as traffic rule violations and other dangerous behavior.
